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sPonsoRed oveRvIew: ToP TeCh InsIghT

RICh ConTenT dRIves web sAles
Online shoppers want comprehensive and interactive product content

W

ith online shoppers craving a richer
level of product information and
wanting tools that help guide them
through the product selection process, retailers need to continually feed this ever-growing
demand in order to drive the online prospect to
click the Buy button.
For retailers, providing in-depth product
information to meet consumer’s expectations—
while also managing multiple manufacturers’
incoming data feeds and other content sources—
is no easy task. “One of the biggest challenges
retailers face is aggregating content that matters
and getting it to the right products on their
e-commerce site to convince shoppers to buy,”
says Debbie Andrews, vice president of global
products for product information provider CNET
Content Solutions. “More and more, product
content delivery is about digital marketing.”
CNET Content Solutions (CCS) has a long
history of delivering data and rich content
solutions to the market. With deep roots in
data aggregation, normalization and syndication with their DataSource product, CCS has
expanded into digital marketing syndication
with their ContentCast service. Manufacturers
use ContentCast to syndicate their prod-

uct information out to their retail partners
through Product Page Inline content, Product
Showcases, Logo Programs and Campaign
Asset syndication.
For online retailers, ContentCast provides
a single aggregation source for up-to-date rich
content, mapped directly to their electronic
catalog. “The retailer can provide a miniature
version of a manufacturer’s product catalog
and product page detail that is filtered and
mapped to the retailer’s specific catalog of
products,” says Andrews. “This takes the
complexity out of integration from a retailer’s
perspective and gives the manufacturer the
brand and messaging consistency they need.”
Many shoppers, however, rely more on
information from other trusted sources when
making a buying choice. To help retailers satisfy that demand, CCS offers expert
product reviews from both CNET.com and
GameSpot.com. These reviews are delivered
in a real-time script and auto-mapped to the
retailer’s catalog and product page.
Some online shoppers need to be guided to
the right product. “Shoppers don’t always know
the right replacement cartridge for their printer
or how much memory they can upgrade their
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computer to,” Andrews explains. CCS provides
hosted Product Finders that make it easy for
retailers to provide answers to these questions by
navigating a shopper through a series of needsbased questions that narrow down results to a
list of products to add to the cart. CCS’s Buying
Guides simplify product data by highlighting the
features to pay attention to and explaining why
some features aren’t as important.
With online shopping becoming even more
standard, online retailers will need to add
comprehensive and interactive product content
so the buyer has the information he needs to
make a confident buying decision. “As product
information expands beyond foundational
technical specs for navigation, compare and
search, retailers are taking a more holistic view
of how to use a broad range of content and
tools to differentiate themselves and provide
an optimal shopping experience for their clients,” Andrews says. “CNET Content Solutions
is ready to help retailers make that happen.” l
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